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The main objective for this paper is twofold. We first present a method for the derivation of an arbitrarily 
exact approximation to the distribution of Cramer-von Mises type functionals of any given Gaussian 
process X = {X(t): 0~ t G 1). Secondly, we demonstrate how this method may be used to easily tabulate 
previously almost inaccessible distributions such as those of limiting functionals arising in tests for 
detecting change in regression parameters (cf., e.g., Jandhyala and MacNeill, 1989). 
Gaussian process * Cramer-von Mises functionals * limiting distributions * changepoint problems * 
linear and harmonic regression 
1. Introduction 
Cramer-von Mises type functionals of Gaussian processes appear as limiting pro- 
cesses in a number of different testing problems; e.g., changepoint problems as in 
Csijrgii and Horvath (1988a,b) (general change in distribution, parametric and 
nonparametric tests) or as in MacNeill (1978a,b) (change in regression parameters, 
Bayesian approach). As well these functionals appear in the limiting theory of 
U-statistics (cf., e.g., Hall, 1979) and in applications related to stochastic area 
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integrals (cf., e.g., Janson and Wichura, 1983). As presented in this paper, the interest 
in the distribution of L,-norm functionals of Gaussian processes stems from the 
following general changepoint problem: 
Ho: Xi, X,, . . . , X,, follow the same distribution 
versus 
HA: there exists a A E (0, 1) such that 
P(X* s t) =. . . = P(X,,,,s t), 
P(Xtnhl+, s t) =. . . = P(X,, < t) for all t E R and 
P(Xi c to) # P(X, s to) for some tOE R. 
No prior assumptions on the distribution(s) of the random variables are needed. 
These hypotheses will be tested using a statistic based on Cramer-von Mises 
functionals of 
U,= ;: i h(X,,X,)-k(n-k)e, lsk<<, 
,=I ,=k+l 
(1.1) 
where 0 = Eh(X, , X,) and where h is either a symmetric or an antisymmetric kernel 
function (in the latter case 0 = 0) satisfying 
Eh2(X1, X2) < CO and EL2(X,) = m2 > 0. (1.2) 
Here 6 denotes the projection of h (i.e., h”(t) = E[ h( t, X,) - 191 if h is symmetric 
and K(t) = Eh( t, X,) if h is antisymmetric). 
Examples of important special cases that can be handled via the above proposed 
test statistic are the Wilcoxon signed rank test (choose h(x, , x2) = 1 if xi +x2 > 0, 
and 0 otherwise) and tests for change in variance (take h(x,, x2) =+(x, -x*)~). The 
advantage of the tests proposed here lies in the facts that every changepoint problem 
can be based on the same test statistic via (l.l), under the assumption of Ho only 
two limiting results (symmetric and antisymmetric cases separately) need to be 
proven, and the limiting distributions do not depend on either the underlying 
distribution of Xi, . . . , X,, or on the chosen kernel h (they only depend on the fact 
whether h is symmetric or antisymmetric). 
In the following section we will briefly describe the limit theory under the 
assumption of no change in distribution (H,). Furthermore, we will discuss a quick 
and efficient method for the tabulation of the limiting Gaussian functionals in 
Section 2 while in Section 3 we give an application of this technology to the general 
change in regression parameter problem posed by Jandhyala and MacNeill (1989) 
as well as some further examples (including tables). 
2. Methodology 
First, represent the random variables U, in terms of linear combinations of non- 
degenerate ( a2 > 0 in (1.2)) one-sample U-statistics (cf. Csorgii and Horvath, 1988a): 
u, = u(3) _ uf’_ u’,” 
n 
where 
and 
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u(,” = 2 
1%i<jSn 
u’2’ = 
k c h(Xt,Xj)- 
k+ls:i<js-n 
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in case of symmetric h, while the constant terms vanish when h is antisymmetric. 
Next, use weak approximation results of Janson and Wichura (1983) (cf. Theorem 
2.1 there; antisymmetric case) and of Hall (1979) (cf. Theorem 1 there; symmetric 
case), respectively, to arrive at 
max U,- n i h”(X,)-k 2 i(X,) 
,=k=Sn I 1 r=l i=l II 
= O,(n) 
as n + cc (antisymmetric case) and 
max uk- (n-k) i L(Xi)+k 
I { 
i L(X,)- i h”(X,) = O,(n) 
Isk=sn ,=I [ i=, r=l 111 
as n + 00 (symmetric case). 
As under the assumption of no change in distribution (H,) we are dealing with 
sums of independent identically distributed random variables here, Donsker’s 
Theorem now ensures that, given 
for 
conditions (1.2), the limiting &-norm functionals 
are 
I 
L 
B2( t) dt (antisymmetric case) 
0 
and 
I 
1 
T2( t) dt (symmetric case). 
0 
Here B = {B(t): 0~ t S 1) denotes a Brownian bridge and r = {r(t): 0~ t S 1) is 
the Gaussian process defined pointwise via r( t) = (1 - t) W(t) + f W( 1) - t W( t ), 
where W is a standard Wiener process. For a discussion of the process r and a 
graphical representation of its sample paths see Eastwood and Eastwood (1990). 
On assuming that E (h (X, , X2)Iy < cc for some v > 2 in addition to (1.2), Donsker’s 
Theorem also yields 
n 
-3 
J l q(n+l)r, (i dt -+ J ’ B’(t) _ CT2 0 g(t) -dt as n-+o~ 0 g(t) 
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if and only if 
I ’ a-t)dt<co 0 g(t) 
as well as 
if and only if 
___ dt < 00 (symmetric case) 
for any positive weight function g on [0, l] with g(t) = g( 1 - t). Detailed proofs of 
these results are given in Eastwood (1990). 
Having established the above limiting results, we now discuss a method for 
tabulation of upper percentage points for functionals of the form 
I 
I 
X’(t) dt, 
0 
where X = {X( t): 0~ t c 1) denotes an arbitrary Gaussian process. Our method 
relies on the classical Paley-Wiener representation (1934) of a Brownian motion W 
and appears to have been overlooked in the literature thus far. The Paley-Wiener 
representation states 
W(t)= Y,t+JZ f = 
,c=, kn 
Yk for 0s tsl, 
with the convergence of the infinite sum being uniform and absolute. Here { Yk}kSO 
denotes a sequence of independent identically distributed standard normal random 
variables. 
Now interchanging integration and summation, we obtain 
I 
1 
X’(t)dt== f : akmykymp 
0 k=O m=O 
for appropriate constants a& E [w. 
This leads us to 
1 
P X’(t) dtsz 
0 
,i=, akm yk yrn s z 
where A,~h,a.. -AK z 0 are the eigenvalues of the diagonalized matrix of 
coefficients a&,, . The parameter K will have to be chosen suitably large depending 
on the exactness of the approximations required. The above representation yields 
a quadratic form in K + 1 independent N(0, 1)-random variables and can immedi- 
ately be used to generate the necessary tables by applying 3 moment/cumulant 
chi-square approximations (cf. Imhof, 1961). As noted by Imhof, this particular 
chi-square approximation gives a good fit in the upper tail of the quadratic forms 
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under consideration while it deteriorates in the lower tail. The reason for this fact 
is given in, e.g., Stuart and Ord (1987): these kind of ‘approximations are remarkably 
accurate, especially in the longer tail of the distribution, which is of course the 
dominating contributor to the central moments’ (see p. 217 in Stuart and Ord). The 
technical details of the computer routine are described in Eastwood (1990). Here 
we only present an example: 
As ~2(f)={(l-f)W(t)+fW(1)-fW(t)}2 for t~[0, 11, we obtain 
1 1 
T’(t) dr = 4 Y; 
I 
t’(l- t)‘dt 
0 
+4&y, ; yk 
k=, kn 
t(l- t)(l-2t) sin knt dt 
+2kg, ,-,B? ‘(l-2t)2sinkrrtsinm~tdt 
m J 0 
= lim F ak,YkY,, 
K+ao k,m=O 
where 
if k = m = 0, 
1 2 -_- . 
3(kT)2 (k# If k = m z ‘3 
24~? 
(kn)4 
if kzl, k even, m=U, 
akm = 
24~6 
(mn)” 
if msl, m even, k=O, 
(2.1) 
32 
((k’-m2)T2)* 
if k,mzl, kfm, (k+m) even, 
I 0 otherwise. 
The method presented here only requires elementary (although sometimes lengthy) 
integration and gives good approximations in all cases of known distributions (cf. 
Eastwood and Eastwood, 1990). The advantage of this particular approach is that 
it works even in cases of complicated, noncontinuous covariance functions. This is 
demonstrated in the next section. There we discuss examples (the process r, change 
in regression parameter(s) in polynomial and in harmonic regression) and also 
include an extension of Jandhyala and MacNeill’s (1989) theory to cover genera1 
change in regression problems. 
3. Applications 
Example 1. The process r. Previously, we established the process I‘ as the universal 
limiting distribution for changepoint problems based on symmetric kernel functions. 
These include the Wilcoxon signed rank test, tests for change in variance, and tests 
related to Gini’s mean difference. 
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Table 1 below gives approximate percentiles for two-sided unweighted test statis- 
tics in the Cramer-von Mises setting. It was generated using the method described 
at the end of Section 2 and the matrix A as specified in (2.1). Table 1 contains 
cutoff points zz5, zso, zloo and z, 5o, i.e., the first 25,50, 100, and 150 terms respectively, 
of the infinitely long quadratic form were used in the approximation. Cutoff points 
denoted by z, include the information from all coefficients a,‘,,, and were computed 
via the ‘integral of covariance function representation’ of the mth cumulant c, (see, 
e.g., Shorack and Wellner, 1986): 
1 
c, =2”-‘(m-l)! 
5 
K(t, t) dr 
0 
with 
i 
I 
K?l(% t) = K,_,(s,r)K,,(r,t)dr for m=l,2,3. 
0 
Here K,-(r,t)=Cov(T(r),T(r))=(1-2r)(l-2t)(rAt)+(3-2r-21)rt, where rAt 
denotes the minimum of r and t. Therefore, 
c, = E 
I 
1 
r’(t) dt =t, c2 = Var 
0 I 
1 
r’(t)dt=& and c,=&. 
0 
Example 2. Linear regression. The model can be stated as 
Yr=Po+P1xr+er 
for equally spaced points x, = l/n, 2/n,. . . . , n/n. 
The matrix X of regressor functions satisfies 
(3.1) 
Consequently, we arrive at 
1 
F= limL(X’X)= 1 ! , 
n+oo n ( > 2 3 
which in turn yields 
g(s, t)=(l,s)F-‘(1, t)=4-6s-6t+12st 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
because 
We will now demonstrate how Lemma 2.1 of Jandhyala and MacNeill (1989) 
and the Paley-Wiener representation of a Wiener process W in conjunction with 
the previously described method of tabulation of Gaussian functionals can deal 
with general change in regression parameter(s) problems for linear regression. 
According to Lemma 2.1 above the limiting Gaussian process for any test statistic 
of the form 
C r(x,)(y, -Y^,) (3.4) 
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Table 1 
Upper percentiles for the process r 
0.900 0.402283 0.402979 0.403322 0.403436 0.403662 
0.910 0.425420 0.426116 0.426459 0.426573 0.426798 
0.920 0.451513 0.452209 0.452552 0.452665 0.452891 
0.930 0.481366 0.482063 0.482406 0.482519 0.482745 
0.940 0.516154 0.516850 0.517193 0.517306 0.517532 
0.950 0.557706 0.558402 0.558745 0.558859 0.559085 
0.960 0.609117 0.609813 0.610156 0.610269 0.610495 
0.970 0.676163 0.676860 0.677202 0.677316 0.677542 
0.975 0.7 19056 0.719752 0.720095 0.720209 0.720434 
0.980 0.77 1945 0.772641 0.772983 0.773097 0.773323 
0.990 0.938469 0.939165 0.939508 0.939621 0.939847 
under H, is pointwise defined as 
&j(t) = r(x) d W(x) - g(x, Y) d W(y) dx, (3.5) 
where p is the number of regression parameters, i.e., p = 1 here. Utilizing the 
Paley-Wiener representation, we obtain: 
Now by (3.3) we have in the case of linear regression: 
Lemma 1 (linear regression). (a) General case. 
B’,‘)(t)= f a (t)Y m m, 
I?=, 
where 
1 
Jz ’ 
I 
r(x) cos mvx dx 
%2(t) = 
0 
v5 ’ 
{I 
r(x) cos rnmx 
0 
(b) Special case: r = 1. 
if m even, 
r(x)(2x - 1) dx if m odd. 
sin rnnt a- 
rn7r 
if m even, 
%l(t) = 
VT---- 
1 
sin rn7Ft 121(1-t) 
if m odd. Cl 
mrr (mn)2 
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(c) Special case: r(x) = x. 
4’3 
t sin m7rtfcos m7tt - 1 
if m even, 
mn (mr)* 
0 
Jz 
tsinm-rrt+cosmnt-1+2t2(4t-3) . 
zf m odd. 
rn7t (mn)’ (mn)’ 
Remarks. (a) Jandhyala and MacNeill(l989) have shown that with r = 1 and r(x) = x 
(3.4) is equivalent to a Bayesian likelihood ratio test for a change in the intercept 
(PO) and a change in the slope parameter (p,) alone, respectively. 
(b) The general case of Lemma 1 can be used to test for a change in (Y and p 
simultaneously. 
(c) Interchanging integration and summation, we obtain from Lemma 1 the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (linear regression). (a) Using a uniform prior, the two-sided test statistic 
for a change in p,, has the limiting distribution 
(I 
1 
P 
0 
B:(tWz)=P(m~l ~~,~o’a,(t)a.(t)v..Y.dt~z) 
( 
m 
=P C amnYmY,Sz , 
m,n=l > 
where a,,,(t) is as in Lemma 1 (b) and where a,,,,, is given by 
amn =( 
1 
(mr)’ 
48 192 - ~ 
(m17r)2+5(m57)4-(m7r)6 
if m, n even, m = n, 
ifm,n odd, m=n, 
48 96 96 _~_ ~ ifm,nodd,m#n, 
5(mn)*7r4 m4n27t6 m2n47r6 
LO otherwise. 
(b) Using a uniform prior, the two-sided test statistic for a change in p, has the 
limiting distribution 
(I 
1 
P 
0 
B:jt)dt~z)=P(~, ~~,~o’a.,(r)a,,ir)Y.,.Y..dtsz) 
OF 
=P C a,,,Y,Y,Gz , 
,n,n = I ) 
where a,,,(t) is as in Lemma l(c) and where amn is given by 
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amn = 
1 11 
-----+-t 
3(mlr)2 2(mTr)4 
2 2 
mn( m - n)%4 -mn(m+n)%4 
1 1 
mn’(m - n)Tr4 mn’(m + n)a” 
1 1 
+ 
6 
m*n(m-n)n4 -m2n(m+n)r4 
+--- 
m2n2rr4 
1 433 288 1920 
p+ _- 
3( mn)’ 70(mn)4 (mr)“+(m7T)” 
2 2 
mn(m - n)“~” -mn(m+n)*n4 
1 1 
- mn’( m - n)~” - mn2( m + n)~” 
1 
+ 
1 234 
m2n(m-fl)7’ -m2n(m+n)n4 
+ 
35m2n2r4 
144 144 960 _~_~ 
m2n47F6 m4n2v6 
+ 960 
+p--- 
m2n6~’ m6n2n8 
-2 2 
+ 
+nn(m-n)2~4 mn(m+n)2n4 
1 
+ 
1 
mn’( m - n)r” 
+ 
mn2( m + n)7r4 
1 1 2 
+ 
-m2n(m-n)~4 m2n(m+n)n4 
_~ 
m2n2r4 
I 
144 
m4n2rr6 
+ 
144 
I- m2n4T6 
if m, n even, m = n, 
if m, n even, m # n, 
ifm,nodd, m=n, 
ifm,nodd, mfn, 
if m even and n odd, 
if m odd and n even. 
0 
Theorem 1 is tabulated in Table 2. 
Tables of these test statistics do not appear to have been available in the literature 
so far. Theorem 2 below corresponds to Theorem l(b) when replacing the uniform 
prior by a nondecreasing prior ( I,!J( t) = 2t). The results for nonuniform priors can 
be tabulated in the same vein as demonstrated above. 
Theorem 2 (linear regression). The two-sided test statistic for a change in PO alone 
under the nondecreasing prior I,!I( t) = 2 t has a limiting distribution given by 
I 
P i,k( t)B;( t) dt G z 
> ( 
=P f Y,Y, 
I 
1 
cCl(t)a,(t)a,(t) dts z 
m.n=1 0 > 
s 
=P c Cz,,Y,Y,SZ ) 
m,n=, > 
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Table 2 
Upper percentiles for testing a change in parameters in simple 
linear regression (K = 150) 
l-a Change 
only in PO 
Change 
only in p, 
Change 
in PO or PI 
0.900 
0.910 
0.920 
0.930 
0.940 
0.950 
0.960 
0.970 
0.975 
0.980 
0.990 
0.120314 
0.124740 
0.12969 1 
0.135306 
0.141790 
0.149463 
0.158855 
0.170972 
0.178654 
0.188061 
0.217294 
0.051065 0.170251 
0.053262 0.176766 
0.055727 0.184060 
0.058532 0.192340 
0.061783 0.201911 
0.065645 0.213249 
0.070393 0.227148 
0.076545 0.245103 
0.080460 0.256495 
0.085267 0.270459 
0.100285 0.313923 
where a,,,(t) is as dejined in Lemma 1 (b) and where a,,,,, is computed to be 
1 1 (mn)’ if m, n even, m = n, 
-4 4 288 
mn(m-n)‘7r4 
+ +p 
mn(m+n)‘7r4 m4n27r6 
if (m+n) odd, 
a Inn = 
I 
1 48 192 ~- 
(m7r)‘+5(ms7)” (m7r)6 
I -96 96 48 ~- m4n27r6 p+ m2n47r6 5m2n2rr4 0 
if m,n odd, m=n, 
ifm,nodd, mfn, 
otherwise. 0 
Remarks. (a) Theorem 2 is presented here to illustrate the fact that this Paley- 
Wiener representation based methodology works even in cases of non-uniform priors. 
(b) The example (cr( t) = 2t corresponds to assigning probabilities pm = 2m/n2 as 
the prior distribution of the unknown changepoint m under the alternative hypothesis 
(exactly one changepoint occurs). 
The relationship between $(t) and pm is 
pm = 
I 
(2m+l)/(*n) 
$(t)dt for m-l,2 ,..., n-l, 
(2m--1)/(2n) 
as given in Theorem 3.1 of Jandhyala and MacNeill (1989). 
(c) The prior $(t) =2t is nondecreasing in t and hence provides an example of 
a prior for any situation in statistical quality control where the belief is that a change 
is more likely to occur after some wear and tear than in the beginning. 
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(d) Along these lines various other prior distributions for the unknown change- 
point m may be computed (e.g., $(t) = 3t2, the case of sharply increasing weights, 
leading to pm = (12m2+ 1)/(4n3)). 
Example 3. Harmonic regression. Again for equally spaced points x, = l/n, 
2/n,..., n/n the model can now be stated as 
y,=/IO+ i (Pk,cos2k~x,+~PkZsin2k~x,)+e,. 
k=l 
Since the matrix of regressor functions satisfies 
X’X = diag( n, $n, . . . , in), 
(i.e., X’X is a matrix with the only non-zero entries in the diagonal as prescribed 
above), we arrive at 
F=lim n-‘(X’X)=diag(l,$ ,..., $), 
n-u7 
which in turn yields 
g(s, t) = (1, cos 2ns, sin 2rrs, . . . , cos 2pns, sin 2p~rs) 
x F-‘(1, cos 2Tt, sin 2Tt,. . . , cos 2pnt, sin 2prt)’ 
=1+2 i cos2kT(t-s). (3.6) 
k-l 
As remarked earlier, utilizing the Paley-Wiener representation, we obtain from 
(3.5) as the limiting random variable for any test statistic of the form (3.4): 
t(x)dx+&2 
f 
BF’( t) = Y. r(x) d sin mrrx 
(3.7) 
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Consequently, in the case of harmonic regression we have: 
Lemma 2 (harmonic regression). (a) General case. Let r be continuousZy differentiable 
on [0, 11; then 
B;‘(t)=43 ; Y, 
I 
f 
r(x) cos mrx dx 
m=, 
-2”2mg, Y1 j,I:.,,ir: cos 2k7r(y -x) cos rnmy dy 
1 
dx 
=a f Y,,, r(x) cos mnxdx 
m=, 
m odd 
-~,~(&+&)~‘r(x)sinZli~xdx} 
0 
+Jz ; Y, r I r(x) cos mrx dx. 
m=2p+1 Jo 
m even 
(b) Specialcaser=l. B,(t)=~~=,a,(t)Y,,,, where 
a,(t)=, 
x (cos 2knt - 1) 
I 
if m odd, 
0 if m even, m s 2p, 
sin m7rt 
fip if m even, m > 2p. 0 
rnn 
The proof of Lemma 2 is immediate from (3.6) and (3.7). The special case r = 1 
corresponds to a test for a change in the intercept PO alone. If in addition p = 0, 
then B,(t) collapses to the Paley-Wiener representation of a Brownian bridge. 
Interchanging integration and summation, we obtain from Lemma 2(b): 
Theorem 3 (harmonic regression). (a) Using a uniformprior, the two-sided test statistic 
for a change in PO has the limiting distribution: 
L 
P H~(t)dt~z)=P(~~,~~,~~a,,(t)rc,,(t)dt~z) 
a,,Y,Y,Gz , 
> 
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where a,,,(t) is as in Lemma 2(b) and where a,,,,, is given by 
a Inn = 
if m odd, m = n, 
1 
(mr)’ 
if m even, m > 2p, m = n, 
m 2(m-2k)-2(m+2k) 
m 2(m-2r)-2(m+2r) 
n-2(n-2k)-2(n+2k) 
ifm,nodd, m#n, 
0 otherwise. 0 
Remarks. The limiting distribution for part (a) of Theorem 3 has been known 
previously via a different representation (cf., e.g., Jandhyala and MacNeill, 1989). 
However, the advantage of the representation in Theorem 3(a) is easy access to 
tables using a standard chi-square approximation to a quadratic form of independent 
standard normal random variables (cf., e.g., Imhof, 1961). Utilizing this method 
(see also Eastwood and Eastwood, 1990), the derivation and invertion of characteris- 
tic functions, including the tedious identification of eigenvalues of certain integral 
equations, is avoided. Table 3 below gives upper percentage points for the distribu- 
tion in Theorem 3(a) obtained through application of the methodology displayed 
in Section 2. The maximal deviation from the corresponding table in Jandhyala and 
MacNeill (1989) ranges from 0.00034 for p = 5 and p = 6 to 0.0047 for p = 0. 
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Table 3 
Upper percentiles for testing a change in PO alone in harmonic regression under uniform prior (K = 150) 
1-m p=o p=l p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5 p=6 
0.900 0.351351 0.129746 0.077337 0.054698 0.042178 0.034254 0.028794 
0.910 0.368522 0.135851 0.080941 0.057243 0.044142 0.035852 0.030141 
0.920 0.387839 0.142723 0.085001 0.060110 0.046355 0.037653 0.03 1660 
0.930 0.409884 0.150570 0.089637 0.063386 0.048885 0.0397 13 0.033396 
0.940 0.435502 0.159697 0.095034 0.067200 0.051831 0.042112 0.035420 
0.950 0.466028 0.170574 0.101470 0.071751 0.055347 0.044977 0.037835 
0.960 0.503674 0.184003 0.109420 0.077375 0.059694 0.048517 0.040822 
0.970 0.552618 0.201477 0.119770 0.084700 0.065358 0.053132 0.044716 
0.975 0.583858 0.212633 0.126383 0.089382 0.068979 0.056084 0.047206 
0.980 0.622299 0.226366 0.134528 0.095 148 0.073439 0.059720 0.050275 
0.990 0.742877 0.269496 0.160120 0.113284 0.087473 0.071163 0.059933 
Choosing Lemma 3(a) with r(x) = cos 2inx or r(x) = sin 2irx as the starting point 
(instead of Lemma 3(b)), the limiting distribution for any change in piI or pi2 
problem under a uniform prior can be determined and tabulated in exactly the same 
manner as in Theorem 3(a). 
Lastly, we employ the above technology to derive the limiting distribution for a 
test of change in intercept (PO) alone under a symmetric nonuniform prior. As an 
example we choose $(t) = 6t(l- t), the properly standardized variance of a 
Brownian bridge B at time 
attaching probabilities 
6m 12m’tl 
Pm =,r- 
2n’ 
to the event: the changepoint 
2(b) we obtain now: 
t. This symmetric prior distribution corresponds to 
occurs at m, 1s m G n - 1. Starting again from Lemma 
Theorem 4 (harmonic regression). The two-sided test statistic for a change in PO alone 
under the symmetric prior +(t) = 6t(l- t) has the limiting distribution 
1 1 
P rCl(t)a,(t)a,(t) dts z 
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where a,,,(t) is as specified in Lemma 2(b) and where a,,,,, is given by 
a mn = 
-12 12 
+ 
mn(m-n)‘7r4 mn(m+n)27r4 
1 3 
-+- 
(m7r)2 (m7r)” 
if m, n 2 2p, even, m = n, 
if m, n > 2p, even, m f n, 
-12 12 
+ 
mn(m-n)27r4 mn(m+n)2574 
ifm,n odd, m=n, 
ifm,n odd, mfn, 
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